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Bottom Line Concepts has, in essence, become a very powerful 
extension of our procurement team. With just a little up-front 
information, the Bottom Line team is able to negotiate pricing, 
discounts, and rebates that we would not have otherwise had the 
bandwidth to explore and delivery to the organization. In our 
experience, the savings are fast, real, reconcilable, and very easy. 

Al Moss, GVP Supply Chain & Strategic Sourcing 

Trustworthy, experienced, and smart. This is the team I trust to make 
my business more efficient. 

David Shulkin, Former United States Secretary of Veterans Affairs 
Served under the Presidencies of Barack Obama and Donald}. Trump 

::CITYMD 
A Summit Health Compan� 

We hired Bottom Line to review our merchant bank fees. Their expertise & experience in 
evaluating vendor invoicing was impressive and they knew exactly where our pricing 
should be relative to the marketplace. This analysis allowed us to renegotiate lower fees 
and realize a substantial savings. They were professional and timely in their work 
allowing us to complete our fee negotiations prior to our scheduled contract renewal 
date. We will definitely be looking at other areas where we can use Bottom Line's 
expertise to increase our savings. 

J. Eric Frailey, VP Indirect Procurement& Logistics

Atlantic 
Health System 

Atlantic Health System has been using Bottom Line now for a couple of years and has 
worked with us in getting large amounts of unclaimed property back from all of our 
various entities. Bottom Line is very proactive in conducting unclaimed property 
searches and the process runs very smoothly. I would recommend Bottom Line in 
processing unclaimed property that may be due to your organization. 

Kenneth Butkowski, CPA, Director, Corporate Tax & Payroll 

Bottom Line has proven to be a valuable partner to CityMD. They've been very successful in reducing our expense without switching vendors. Their leadership is 
very professional and extremely competent. We have been very pleased to work with Bottom Line and look forward to a long and fruitful partnership. 

Jerry Fortunato, VP of Operational Excellence 
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